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Unit – I: Object Oriented Thinking 

Important Points / Definitions:  

 

  The object-oriented paradigm is a programming methodology that promotes the efficient 

design and development of software systems using reusable components that can be 

quickly and safely assembled into larger systems. 

 A paradigm is a way in which a computer language looks at the problem to be solved. We 

divide computer languages into four paradigms: procedural, object-oriented, functional 

and declarative  

 The basic unit of code is the class which is a template for creating run-time objects 

 OOP uses an approach of treating a real world agent as an object. Object-oriented 

programming organizes a program around its data (that is, objects) and a set of well-

defined interfaces to that data 

 In object-oriented programming, the single responsibility principle states that every class 

should have a single responsibility, and that responsibility should be entirely encapsulated 

by the class 

 The Java programming language supports overloading methods, and Java can distinguish 

between methods with different method signatures. This means that methods within a 

class can have the same name if they have different parameter lists. 

 In a class hierarchy when a sub class has the same name and type signature as a method in 

the super class, then the method in the subclass is said to override the method in the super 

class. Polymorphism (from the Greek, meaning ―many forms) is a feature that allows 

one interface to be used for a general class of actions. 

 Object-oriented programming allows classes to inherit commonly used state and behavior 

from other classes. Different kinds of objects often have a certain amount in common 

with each other 

Questions: 

1. Give a summary of OOP concepts. 

2. Explain polymorphism in OOP paradigm. 

3. Difference between Object oriented programming and structured programming? 

4. Difference between method overriding and method overloading? 

5.  Explain various forms of inheritance? 

6. Define Encapsulation? 

 

 



Fill in the blanks / choose the Best:  

1. Multiple inheritance means         [A] 

A.  one class inheriting from more super classes 

B.   more classes inheriting from one super class 

C.   more classes inheriting from more super classes 

D.   None of the above 

2. Encapsulation helps         [D] 

A.  information hiding 

B. in providing low coupling 

C. in providing high cohesion 

D.All the above 

3.An Abstract class          [A] 

A. allows normal method declaration within 

B. can be instantiated 

C. Must have abstract methods with implemetation within 

D. none 

4.Overloaded methods in java                   [A] 

a. Compiler uses method signature to determine which method to invoke. They may have 

different functionality  

b. They are not available in fundamental classes 

c. They have the same name and signature 

5.The term __________ means the ability to take many forms.              [B] 

A. Inheritance 

B. Polymorphism 

C. Member function 

D. Encapsulation 

6.The process of extracting the relevant attributes of an object is known as  

 Inheritence 

7. The mechanism that binds code and data together and keeps them secure from outside 

world is known as  Encapsulation 

8. The private  members of a base class are never accessible to a derived class.  

9. The polymorphism can be characterized by the phrase one interface multiple methods. 

10. An exception is an abnormal condition that arises in a code sequence at run time. 

     

 

 

Unit – II: Java Basics 

Important Points / Definitions:  

 

 An array is a group of similar-typed variables that are referred to by a common name. 

Arrays of any type can be created and may have one or more dimensions 

 Operators are special symbols that perform specific operations on one, two, or three 

operands, and then return a result 

 We can assign a value of one type to a variable of another type. If the two types are 

            compatible, then Java will perform the conversion automatically. But it is possible for        

 



cast, which performs an explicit conversion between incompatible types. 

 A cast is simply an explicit type conversion.It has this general form:(target-type) 

value 

 A class is the blueprint from which individual objects are created. The data, or 

variables, defined within a class are called instance variables. The code is contained 

within methods. 

 A class contains constructors that are invoked to create objects from the class 

blueprint. Constructor declarations look like method declarations—except that they 

use the name of the class and have no return type. 

 this can be used inside any method to refer to the current object 

 Since objects are dynamically allocated by using the new operator, objects are 

destroyed and their memory released for later reallocation 

 

Questions : 

1. What are constructor? 

2. Explain the various data types in java 
3. What is the use of final keyword?? 

4. What is the use of this keyword? 

5. What is method overloading? 

6. What is the general form of a class? 

7. What is the use of for each control structure? 

8. What is the need for static variables? 

9. What is the need for static methods? 

10. Compare static constants and final constants. 

 

Fill in the blanks / choose the Best:  

1. Which of the following is not OOPS concept in Java? 

A. Inheritance B. Encapsulation C.Polymorphism D.Compilation   [D]  

2. Which of the following is a type of polymorphism in Java? 

A.  Compile time polymorphism B .Execution time polymorphism 

C.Multiple polymorphism  D. Multilevel polymorphism    [A] 

 3. When does method overloading is determined? 

A.At run time  B At compile time C. At coding time D. At execution time         [B] 

4. Which of the following package stores all the simple data types in java? 

A.lang  B java  C. util  D.java.packages.     [A] 

5. Which of the following is a method having same name as that of it’s class? 

A. finalize  B.delete C.class  D. constructor                                     [D]  

6. Object-oriented inheritance models the“is a kind of” relationship 
7. Byte is the smallest integer type 

8.Basic Java language functions are stored in which of the following java package  java.lang 

9.In JAVA all User defined types are CLASSES 

10. If there is no constructor in a class, compiler automatically creates a default constructor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Unit – III: Inheritance  

Important Points / Definitions:  

 

 Inheritance means taking a class (called the base class) and defining a new class 

(called the subclass) by specializing the state and behaviors of the base class. A 

subprogram call is an explicit request that the subprogram be executed 

 Inheritance is mainly used for code reusability and to reduce the complexity of the 

o program. 

 Specialization: The child class is a special case of the parent class; in other words, 

the child class is a subtype of the parent class. 

 Specification: The parent class defines behavior that is implemented in the child class 

o but not in the parent class. 

 Generalization: The child class modifies or overrides some of the methods of the 

parent  class. 

 Single Level Inheritance:When one base class is being inherited by one sub class 

then that kind of  inheritance is known as single level inheritance 

 Multi Level Inheritance:When a sub class is in turn being inherited then that kind of 

inheritance is known as multi level inheritance. 

 Hierarchical Inheritance:When a base class is being inherited by one or more sub 

class then that kind of inheritance is known as hierarchical inheritance 

 Whenever a sub class needs to refer to its immediate super class, we can use the super 

Keyword. 

 The keyword final has three uses. 

• First it can be used to create the equivalent of a named constant. 

• To prevent overriding. 

• To prevent inheritance 

 Any class that contains one or more abstract methods must also be declared abstract.. 

Such types of classes are known as abstract classes. 

 When a sub class is in turn being inherited then that kind of inheritance is known as 

multi level inheritance. 

 

Questions : 

1. What are the different types of inheritances?  

2.  Explain method overriding?  

  3.   How is multiple inheritance achieved in java? 

  4.  What is the use of super keyword? 

5.  Differentiate static binding and dynamic binding. 

6. When will a class be declared as final? 

7. When will a method be declared final? 

8. Differentiate Abstract classes and interface. 

 

Fill in the blanks / choose the Best:  

1.The ……………. inherits some or all of the properties of the ……….. class.  
A) base, derived   B) derived, base 
C) derived, initial  D) base, final     [B] 
2. A derived class with only one base class is called …………… inheritance.  
A) single   B) multiple 
C) multilevel   D) hierarchical     [A] 
3. A class can inherit properties from more than one class which is known as 
……….inheritance. 



A) single   B) multiple 
C) multilevel   D) hierarchical     [B] 

4. A class can be derived from another derived class which is known as ………. inheritance.  
A) single  B) multiple  C) multilevel D) hierarchical  [C] 
5. When the properties of one class are inherited by more than one class, which is called ……… 
inheritance.  
A) single  B) multiple C) multilevel D) hierarchical   [D] 

6. Multipath inheritance may lead to duplication of inherited members from a ‘grandparent’  
base class. 
7. finalize method is used to destroy a constructor. 

 

  

 

Unit – IV: Packages and Interfaces 

 

Important Points / Definitions:  

 

 The package is both a naming and a visibility control mechanism. 

 The three access specifiers, private, public, and protected, provide a variety of 

ways to produce the many levels of access required by these categories.When a class 

is declared as public, it is accessible by any other code. If a class has default access, 

then it can only be accessed by other code within its same package. 

 All of the standard Java classes included with Java are stored in a package called 

java. The basic language functions are stored in a package inside of the java package 

called java.lang 

 using interface, you can specify what a class must do, but not how it does it. 

To implement an interface, a class must create the complete set of methods defined 

by the interface. 

 Interfaces Can Be Extended: 

One interface can inherit another by use of the keyword extends .Any class that 

implements an interface must implement all methods defined by that interface, 

including any that are inherited from other interfaces. 

 java.io, which provides support for I/O operations Some of the I/O classes defined by 

java.io are: FileWriter ,  BufferedOutputStream,    FilterInputStream, 

BufferedReader,FilterOutputStream,  BufferedWriter, FilterReader,  

DataInputStream,  RandomAccessFile, DataOutputStream. 

 

Questions : 

1. What is the use of import keyword? 

2. What is a package in Java? 

3. Define an interface. 

4. What is the need for an interface? 

5. Discuss some of the classes available under Lang package. 

6. What are the benefits of using packages? 

7. What is the major difference between an interface and a class?  

8.  Explain how to use a particular package in a Java program. 

9. What is an interface? How is it implemented? 

10. State the different access specifiers available in Java 

 

Fill in the blanks / choose the Best:  



 

1.  Basic Java language functions are stored in which of the following java package? 

A. java.lang  B.java.io  C. java.net D. java.util      [A] 

2. Which of these keywords is used to define packages in Java? 

A pkg  B. Pkg  C. package  D. Package    [C] 

3.  Which of these is a mechanism for naming and visibility control of a class and its content? 

A  Object B.Packages C. Interfaces D.None of the Mentioned.   [B] 

4. Which of this access specifies can be used for a class so that its members can be accessed 

by a different class in the same package? 

A  Public B. Protected  C. No Modifier D.All of the mentioned [D]  

5.  Which of the following is correct way of importing an entire package ‘pkg’? 

A  import pkg.  B.Import pkg.  C. import pkg.* D. Import pkg.*          [C] 

6.  Math class belongs to _java.lang  

7. Interfaces can be used to fully abstract a class from its implementation?  

 

 

Unit – V: Exception handling  

 

Important Points / Definitions: 

 

 The exception handling in java is one of the powerful mechanism to handle the 

runtime errors so that normal flow of the application can be maintained. 

 In java, exception is an event that disrupts the normal flow of the program. It is an 

object which is thrown at runtime 

 There are mainly two types of exceptions: checked and unchecked where error is 

considered as unchecked exception. 

 The classes that extend Throwable class except RuntimeException and Error are 

known as checked exceptions e.g.IOException, SQLException etc. Checked 

exceptions are checked at compile-time 

 Unchecked Exception The classes that extend RuntimeException are known as 

unchecked exceptions e.g. ArithmeticException, NullPointerException, 

ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException etc. Unchecked exceptions are not checked at 

compile-time rather they are checked at runtime. 

 There are 5 keywords used in java exception handling. 1. try 2. catch 3. finally 4. 

throw 5. Throws 

 Java try block is used to enclose the code that might throw an exception 

 Java catch block is used to handle the Exception. It must be used after the try block 

only. You can use multiple catch block with a single try. 

 Java finally block is a block that is used to execute important code such as closing 

connection, stream etc. Finally block in java can be used to put "cleanup" code such as 

closing a file, closing connection etc. 

 The Java throw keyword is used to explicitly throw an exceptionWe can throw either 

checked or uncheked exception in java by throw keyword. 

 

Questions : 

 

1. What are Checked and UnChecked Exception? 

2. What are checked exceptions? 

3. What are runtime exceptions? 

4. What is the difference between error and an exception? 



5. What classes of exceptions may be caught by a catch clause?. 

6. If I want an object of my class to be thrown as an exception object, what should I do? 

7. How to create custom exceptions? 

8. What are the different ways to handle exceptions? 

9. What is the purpose of the finally clause of a try-catch-finally statement? 

10. Is it necessary that each try block must be followed by a catch block? 

 

Fill in the blanks / choose the Best 

1.When does Exceptions in Java arises in code sequence? 

A.Run Time   B.Compilation Time 

C. Can Occur Any Time D.None of the mentioned    [A] 

2. Which of these keywords is not a part of exception handling? 

A try  B finally C thrown D.catch    [C] 

3.  Which of these keywords must be used to handle the exception thrown by try block in 

some rational manner? 

A try  B finally C throw D. catch    [D] 

4.  Which of these keywords is used to manually throw an exception? 

A try  B finally C throw D.catch    [C] 

5. Which of these is a super class of all exceptional type classes? 

A. String B. RuntimeExceptions C. Throwable D. Cachable  [C] 

6. Exception class is related to all the exceptions that can be caught by using catch. 

7. A. Default handler handles the exception when no catch is used. 

8.Javas exception handling mechanism is meant to handle only run time errors. 

 

.  

Unit – VI:Multithreading 

 

Important Points / Definitions: 

 

 Multithreading in java is a process of executing multiple threads simultaneously. 

 Multitasking is a process of executing multiple tasks simultaneously. A thread is a 

lightweight sub process, a smallest unit of processing. It is a separate path of 

execution. 

 There are two ways to create a thread: 1. By extending Thread class 2. By 

implementing Runnable interface. 

 The sleep() method of Thread class is used to sleep a thread for the specified amount 

of time and  join() method waits for a thread to die. 

 Each thread have a priority. Priorities are represented by a number between 1 and 10. 

 

Questions : 
 

1. Describe synchronization in respect to multithreading. 

2. Explain different way of creating thread? 

3. What is synchronization and why is it important? 

4. When a thread is created and started, what is its initial state? 

5. What are synchronized methods and synchronized statements? 

6. What is daemon thread and which method is used to create the daemon thread? 

7. What method must be implemented by all threads? 

8. Explain Deadlocks. 

9. What are the states of a thread? 
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10. What are the threads will start, when you start the java program? 
 

Fill in the blanks / choose the Best 
1.What is multithreaded programming? 

A. It’s a process in which two different processes run simultaneously 

B. It’s a process in which two or more parts of same process run simultaneously 

C. It’s a process in which many different process are able to access same information 

D.It’s a process in which a single process can access information from many source [ B] 

2. Which of these are types of multitasking? 

A. Process based     B. Thread based  

C.Process and Thread based   D.None of the mentioned  [C] 

3. Thread priority in Java is? 

A Integer  B. Float  C. double  D. long  [A] 

4. What will happen if two thread of same priority are called to be processed 

simultaneously? 

A Anyone will be executed first lexographically  

 B. Both of them will be executed simultaneously 

C. None of them will be executed                

 D.It is dependent on the operating system                  [ D] 

 5. What decides thread priority? 

 A. Process B. Process scheduler C. Thread D. Thread scheduler           [ D] 

6. start() method creates new thread and calls code written in run() method 

7. notify() method on an object  stops execution of a thread? 

 

Unit – VII: Event Handling 

 

Important Points / Definitions: 
 
 Change in the state of an object is known as event i.e. event describes the change in 

state of source.  

 Events are generated as result of user interaction with the graphical user interface 

components.  

 Event Handling is the mechanism that controls the event and decides what should 

happen if an event occurs. This mechanism have the code which is known as event 

handler that is executed when an event occurs. 

 Events are supported by a number of Java packages, 

like java.util, java.awt and java.awt.event. 

 The LayoutManagers are used to arrange components in a particular manner. 

LayoutManager is an interface that is implemented by all the classes of layout 

managers. 

 The BorderLayout is used to arrange the components in five regions: north, south, east, 

west and center 

 The GridLayout is used to arrange the components in rectangular grid. One component 

is displayed in each rectangle. 

 The FlowLayout is used to arrange the components in a line, one after another (in a 

flow). It is the default layout of applet or panel. 



 T he CardLayout class manages the components in such a manner that only one 

component is visible at a time. It treats each component as a card that is why it is 

known as CardLayout. 

 The Java GridBagLayout class is used to align components vertically, horizontally or 

along their baseline Register the component with the listener. 

 AWT contains large number of classes and methods that allows you to create and 

manage graphical user interface ( GUI ) applications, such as windows, buttons, scroll 

bars,etc. 

 

Questions : 

1.What is an Event? 

2.Explain Delegation Model? 

3.Define an adapter in event handling? 

4.Mention any three event listeners? 

5.what are the different layouts in java? 

 

 

Fill in the blanks / choose the Best 

1. Which of these packages contains all the classes and methods required for even handling in 

Java? 

A.java.applet B.java.awt C. java.event  D.java.awt.event      [D] 

2. What is an event in delegation event model used by Java programming language? 

A An event is an object that describes a state change in a source 

B. An event is an object that describes a state change in processing 

C. An event is an object that describes any change by the user and system 

D. An event is a class used for defining object, to create events   [A] 

3. Which of these methods are used to register a keyboard event listener? 

A KeyListener()  B. addKistener() 

C addKeyListener()  D. eventKeyboardListener()    [C] 

4. Which of these methods are used to register a mouse motion listener? 

A addMouse()   B. addMouseListener() 

C. addMouseMotionListner() D. eventMouseMotionListener()   [C] 

5. What is a listener in context to event handling? 

A A listener is a variable that is notified when an event occurs 

B. A listener is a object that is notified when an event occurs 

C. A listener is a method that is notified when an event occurs 

D.None of the mentioned        [B] 

6. EventObject class is super class of all the events. 

7. AdjustmentEvent is generated when a scroll bar is manipulated. 

8. WindowEvent is generated when a window is activated, closed, deactivated, deiconfied, 

iconfied, opened or quit. 



 

 

 

 

Unit – VIII: Applets,Swing 

Important Points / Definitions: 

 When an applet is executed within the web browser or in an applet window, it goes 

through the four stages of its life cycle: initialized, started, stopped and destroyed 

 These stages correspond to the applet methods init (), start (), stop () and destroy () 

respectively. 

 Java allows users to pass user-defined parameters to an applet with the help of 

<PARAM>tags. 

 The <PARAM>tag has a NAME attribute which defines the name of the parameter 

and a VALUE attribute which specifies the value of the parameter 

 The repaint( ) method is defined by the AWT that causes AWT run-time system to 

execute a call to your applet's update() method, which in turn calls paint() 

 Java graphics programming is possible using AWT i.e. Abstract Window Toolkit and 

swing components. Swing is a set of classes. These classes provide the components 

that are more powerful and flexible than AWT. 

 

 AWT is the foundation upon which Swing is made i.e Swing is a set of GUI interfaces 

that extends the AWT. But now a days AWT is merely used because most GUI Java 

programs are implemented using Swing because of its rich implementation of GUI 

controls and light-weighted nature.  

 Swing Framework contains a set of classes that provides more powerful and flexible 

GUI components than those of AWT. 

  Swing provides the look and feel of modern Java GUI. Swing library is an official 

Java GUI tool kit released by Sun Microsystems. It is used to create graphical user 

interface with Java. Swing classes are defined in javax.swing package and its sub-

packages.  

 A container holds a group of components. It provides a space where a component can 

be managed and displayed. Containers are of two types: 

Top level ContainersIt inherits Component and Container of AWT. 

o It cannot be contained within other containers. 

o Heavyweight. 

o Example: JFrame, JDialog, JApplet 

Lightweight Containers 

o It inherits JComponent class. 

o It is a general purpose container. 

o It can be used to organize related components together. 

o Example: JPanel 

 

Questions : 

1.Write a method to fill a rectangle with red color. 

2. What is an applet? How do applets differ from an application programs? 

3. Explain life cycle of an applet.  

4. Write a method in Java applet to display a circle.  

5. How do we pass parameters to an applet? Give one example.  



6. What does your method do when start() (life cycle of an applet) is called?  

7. Explain destroy() method, a stage in the life cycle of an applet.  

8. Write a method to display a message “Computer Programming” at position (50, 20) inside 

a square.  

9. Explain drawRect () method in Graphics class with suitable example.  

10. How getParameter () method is used in applet?  

 

Fill in the blanks / choose the Best 

1. . Which of these methods can be used to output a sting in an applet? 

A. display() B. print() C. drawString()  D. transient()   [C] 

2. Which of these methods is a part of Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT) ? 

A. display() B. paint() C. drawString()  D. transient()   [B] 

3. Which is the container that contain title bar and can have MenuBars. It can have other 

components likebutton, textfield etc.? 

A. Panel B. Frame C. Window D.Container     [B] 

4. Which is a component in AWT that can contain another components like buttons, 

textfields, labels etc.? 

A. Window B.Container C. Panel  D.Frame    [B] 

5. Which class provides many methods for graphics programming? 

A. java.awt B java.Graphics  C.java.awt.Graphics D.None of the above [C] 

6..AWT stands for Abstract Window Toolkit 

7. In Graphics class drawRect method is used to draws a rectangle with the specified width 

and height. 

8. When we invoke repaint() for a java.awt.Component object, the AWT invokes the method: 

update 
9. The setBackground() method is part of the following class in java.awt package: 

Component 
10. Hide method can be used to remove a java.awt.Component object from the display.  
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